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Chapter 11

in a home where reading is a high-priority activity a child develops <:ertaiJl
expectations about print. He comes to know the pleasures that await hiOi
hetween the covers of a hook. He hears the language of books, which WIll
ditTer in varying degrees from the language he hears spoken. He learns to
listen to continuous language related by a logical sequence or the unfolding 01
the plot of a story. He learns that you can find the answers to questions in
hooks. lIe hecomes acquainted with some of the features of hooks; how to
handle them and follow a line of print. He is exposed 10 visual symbols, both
nonverbal in picturereaml1g and verbal in learning to recognize some words
and letters. He encounlers new words and new uses of words. lie learns to
appreciate the dilTerent elTeets that are created hy sound patterns and rhythms.
The exposure to many acceptable models of expressing ideas develops an
awareness of dilTerent fonns of expression and language patterns. I.istening to
stories provides him with models which consciously or unconsciously he may
adopt into his own speech and his imagination may be stirred. In time (the
child) develops a mental set toward literacy (p. 47-48).

Supporting Lower SES
Mothers' Attempts to
Provide Scaffolding for
Book Reading
Patricia A. Edwards

"R

EADERS are made, not born. No one comes into the world already
disposed for or against words in print" (Chambers, 1973, p. 16). Bruner
(1975) observed that parent-child exchanges are the focal point for the
start of learning; they provide the roots of literacy. Parents who read to
their children provide their youngsters with those first models of literacy.
Pflaum (1986) suggested that "the interaction with small children over
home materials and storybooks is the medium through which notions about
literacy arc learned" (p. 121). Altwerger, Diehl-Faxon, and Dockstader
Anderson (1985) reported that in read-aloud events between parents and
children, "Parents naturally expand, extend and clarify their children's
language, while maintaining the focus oflanguage interactions on meaning"
(p. 476). Mahoney and Wilcox (1985) concluded, "If a child comes from a
reading family where books are a shared source of pleasure, he or she will
have an understanding of the language of the literary world and respond to
the usc of books in a classroom as a natural expansion of pleasant home
experiences" (p. ix). King (1980) also concluded that
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While it is well documented that storybook reading is an important
literacy event, it appears that some "'lower SES) parents are not sufficiently
aware of their impact on their child's reading" (Pflaum, 1986, p. 10). Over
the last few years, there has been a proliferation of research on early
reading interactions, but one limitation is that almost all of the research
focuses on mainstream middle-class parents and children. The few studies
on parent-child book reading interactions in low-income families have
shown that low SES parents seldom ask questions or elicit words from their
children (Heath & Thomas, 1984; Ninio, 1980), do not view their young
children as appropriate conversational partners (Heath, 1982a, 1982b), and
do not tend to adjust their language to their child's level of understanding
(Snow & Ninio, 1986). Ninio (1980) found that lower SES mothers used
significantly fewer object names and action words and asked very few
questions. Middle SES mothers, on the other hand, were more adept at
using questions that elicited talk from the child. According to Farron
(1982), middle SES mothers engaged their children in elaborate verbal
dialogues. Snow and Ninio (1986) reported that poor black mothers did
not seem to adjust their language to their children's actions as did more
advantaged black parents. Instead, poor mothers repeated their own speech.
McConnick and Mason (1986) revealed that lower SES parents did no~
foster or support acquisition of prereading skills to the same degree as
parents at higher SES levels.
The most extensive body of research describing parent-child book
reading interactions in lower SES black families is the research reported by
Heath and her colleagues (Heath, 1982a, 1982b, 1986; I leath, Branscombe
& Thomas, 1985; Heath & Thomas, 1984). Iler research has demon
strated that parent-child interaction paUems in Trackton, a lower SES

Edwards, P.A. (1989). Supporting lower SES mothers' attempts to provide scaffolding for book reading. In J.
Allen & J. Mason (Eds.), Risk Makers. RiskIakers. Risk Breakers: Reducing the Risk for Young Literacy
Learners (pp. 225-250). Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.

black community, were dincrent from those '(lUnd in Roadville, a lower
SES white community, and Maintown, a middle SES white and black
community. In Trackton, parents did not sec young preschoolers as appro
priate conversational partners, and occasions in which they engaged these
children in sustained talk were rare. Although talk was directed to young
children in Trackton, this talk was seldom simplified and children were
often expected to understand large spurts of speech. lleath found similar
behavior patterns of interaction between a black teenage mother and her
preschool child (Heath 8c Thomas, 1984). This mother seldom asked her
preschooler questions such as, "What is this?" or interpreted any of his
self-initiated utterances as labels of objects.
Heath found that Trackton children were encouraged to make nar
ratives as conversation, but only after adults opened narrative episodes
by questioning children (Heath, 1986). However, bcf(lre children could
answer question(s) posed by the adults in these interactions, either indivi
dual adults or adults. in dialogue answered the question. According to
Heath, "This adult-question-and-answer routine provides preschoolers
with the basic components of a narrative, which preschoolers reiterate
through performance after the adults have hesitated or fully stopped their
question-and-answer routines" (p. 166). She further pointed out that
"requests for 'sticking to the story' or telling 'what happened' (areJ in
appropriate during a telling (of a narrativeJ. Questions asked about parti
culars of the story, assessments of how actors played their roles, or 'what
would have happened if ... ?' (dol not occur" (p. 168). "Thus, Trackton
children learn to use common experiences in their narratives, but they (areJ
not asked to explain how they (varyJ either the genre form or the content
from an expected organizational schema or a predicted sequence of events,
requests that are made by teachers" (p. 168).
Ileath (1983) also found that questions Trackton children heard at
home were different from the questions teachers asked at school. As a
result, Trackton children had a difficult time responding and/or answering
questions asked by teachers at school. Even though Trackton parents
accepted children's stories and talked about children's experiences, they
were less likely to relate these experiences to books or other literate events.
Despite the fact that research suggests that lower SES mothers and
especially most black lower SES mothers have difficulty sharing books with
their young children, few investigators have recommended strategies for
encouraging those mothers who lack the necessary skills to engage in book
reading interactions with their children. Yet there arc several models for
building successful book reading interactions that can be inferred from the
research (Flood, 1977; Resnick et aI., 1987; Roser 8c Martinez, 1985;
Shanahan 8c Hogen, 1983). Even though most of these models are derived
from middle SES populations, much can be learned from these parent
child interactions to enhance the literacy development of low SES families.

For instance, Pflaum (1986) has outlined several literacy exchange settings
and listed examples of how discussions with children might occur in these
settings. She noted that the examples may Serve as a way to model literacy
exchanges to parents. A sample of these literacy exchanges and examples
are listed below:
Uteracy Exchange
Specific answers to child

Book experiences

'~

Exchanges during storybook reading

r~

Questions during reading

Talk about print
Talk about words
Words in stories

"~

Spacing and sequencing

'1

Example
Provide the child with just the
information asked for; on
occasion, relate it to previous
knowledge.
Provide the child with daily
storybook experiences.
Read through stories and he able
to stop and ask questions.
Ask the child to name, expand,
predict, talk ahout the setting,
discuss concepts, and talk
about overall meaning.
I. Focus on the significance of
print.
2. Discuss the print and picture.
I. Show words.
2. Identify a few words.
Point out one or two imponant
words to well-known stories,
signs, etc.
Point out spaces, sequencing
ideas, and word sequcnccs.
(pp. 121-122)

The purpose of the present study was to extend rese;lfch concerning
the interactive behavior between lower SES black parent-child dyads during
story reading and children's responses to these readings. The present
investigation focused on the interactions between five lower SES black
mothers and their presehool children during story reading. A major pur
pose was to describe the five mothers' development of successful book
reading behaviors and to provide some explanations as III why some of the
mothers had difficulty developing successful behaviors. One mother, flora,
who moved from using few to many effective behaviors, is described in
more dctail.

METHODOLOGY
Background of Book Reading Pr~;ect
During the fall of 1985, I volunteered to serve as a parent consultant for a
local Head Start Center in a rural community located in north Louisiana. I
met with families once a month fi,r one-and-a-half hour sessions over a

• period of nine months. The Head Start director and I infoll: I the
parents that each month , would focus on how they could beCOlllt better
prepared to support their children's education both at the Head Start
Center and later in the public school setting. Realizing many of the
problems lower SES children have in kindergarten and first grade, ,
proposed a book reading project and explained to all of the Head Start
families that parents need to support their children's reading. Several
parents then volunteered for a project that would help them interact with
their t:hildrcn during hook ~eading.

Subjects
five black lower SES mothers were randomly selected (except for Betty,
who was urged by the Head Start director to participate) from a total of
eighteen mothers who volunteered to participate in the study. from infor
mation gathered in a structured interview with each mother, I found that
none of these mothers had previously engaged in book reading interactions
with thcir preschool children. All of the participating mothers were single.
Two mothers had finished high school and three had not completed high
school.

Materials
A set of little books, developed by Mason & McCormick (1985), as well as
fifteen commercial picture storybooks and ten wordless picture books were
used in the book reading sessions. Most of the picture storybooks were
pattern books or predictable books. Even though most of these mothers
had not read to their young children, nor had their mothers read to them
when they were young children, I felt it necessary to include stories that
involved characters and concepts that should be familiar to all preschoolers.
For Flora, the most capable reader of the five mothers, I included some
more difficult texts (e.g., Jumanji (Van Allsburg, 19811; Wh.v Mosquitoes
B,/ZZ in People's Ears IAardema, 19751; Tom Tit Tot Uacobs, 19651).

Procedures for Initial Parent-Child Book Reading Session
The book reading sessions were held at the local Head Start Center. The
mothers made appointments to meet with me individually. At the initial
book reading session, 1 tried to make the mothers feel comfortable. Then, ,
instructed the mothers to select a book they thought they could read with
little difficulty. Three of the mothers selected Over in the Meadow (Keats,
1972), one selected Great DaJ' for Up (Dr. Seuss, 1974), and the teenage
mother selected Time fOr Bed, one of the little books (Mason & McCormick,

19H5). After the mothers had made their selections, I simply asked them to
read the book to their preschool child as 1 observed and videotaped the
book reading. 1 told the mothers I was making the videotapes so we could
view them together and discuss ways to improve these book reading inter
actions. Videotapes of the book reading sessions were collected over a
period of eight weeks.

Description of a Typical Book Reading Session
Before each mother engaged in a book reading interaction with her pre
schooler, I asked her to tell me what had happened since the last session or
what she had done to reinforce what she had learned about book reading.
It should be noted here that while I discussed with each mother the
previous week's book reading practices and/or attempts, her child was not
present. The child usually played with other children in a classroom near
the meeting room assigned to me by the 'lead Start director. After the
child was settled and the mother felt relaxed, I began my inquiry into her
previous week's book reading practices and/or attempts. These discussions
usually lasted from five to ten minutes, and the mothers usually commented
that they had attempted to talk more to their child, that they had pointed
out words in the environment, discussed TV commercials like Coca-Cola
or McDonald's, bought books from the groccry or drug sture.
, then provided positive feedback and encouragement for whatever
they said they had done or did not do. for example, , would say "Keep up
the good work," and "You are on the right track," or "You are making
progress, this is how you can do it better." This part of the book reading
session was critical for these mothers. They seemed to need constant
reinforcement and moral support, especially since they were nervous about
being taped each week.
Before bringing the children back to the meeting room, , tried to be
sensitive to the mother's feelings about reading and tried to make sure that
they felt comfortable and relaxed. Except in the case of Uelly, the mothers
usually seemed relaxed after our discussions, or what , call my pep talks
with them, prior to their book reading interactions with their children.
Before the children returned to the room, the mothers selected a book and
previewed it. Oftentimes, the mother would ask me to pronounce words or
ask for suggestions of how to phrase certain parts of the story. In several
instances, we participated in a dialogue similar to a directed reading lesson.
I would pronounce words and discuss what they meant, or I would explain
something about the story. Theil the mother would read the story to her
child while , videotaped the session.
The average book reading session lasted from thirty-five to forty-five
minutes. At the conclusion of the session, I replayed the Videotape so that
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the mother and I could analyze the behaviors they had employed. The
children returned to a nearby classroom before the replay session, which
usually lasted for an additional twenty-five to thirty-five minutes. The
mother and I watched the videotape and counted the number of times she
asked questions or the number of comments she made hefore, during, and
after reading. I encouraged the mother to increase the frequency of these
behaviors.
As a way of organizing my comments and suggestions, I used a
checklist similar to the one developed by Resnick et al. (1987) in all of my
interactions with the mothers. I The checklist allowed us to see progress
toward acquiring effective hook reading skills. Before I made my comments
and suggestions to the mothers I would say, "Tell me what good behaviors
you used in this session? What behaviors do you feel you could improve
on?" This allowed the mothers to initiate the discussion. Then I would
interject my comments and suggestions. I pinpointed at least one behavior
that was effective and at least one behavior the mother needed to learn.
Some of the effective hehavior comments I made to the mothers included
statements like, "You allowed your child to hold the hlKlk, tum the pages,
and explore the book," but most importantly, "You guided your child's
attention to the book, maintained physical contact with your child through
out the hook reading session, and commented positively ahout your child's
participation."
After I informed the mothers of the effective behaviors I had observed,
I would say, "Although you incorporated a numher of effective hehaviors in
this session, there are still a few behaviors that I would like for you to
improve on or include in our next session." My comments usually included
such suggestions as, "Vary your voice more the next time, make noises and
motions in order to make the story more interesting, describe pictures, ask
more questions, and comment on the book's content." I would demonstrate
these hehaviors and read to their children as the mothers watched. As a
general rule of thumh, I tried to focus my comments each time on the
mothers' progress toward developing their children's knowledge of ques
tions, hook reading, print awareness, and oral and written language. In
particular, the mothers were encouraged over the eight sessions to ask
higher level questions. Initially, they only asked knowledge-level questions.
Over the eight-week period the following interactions were suggested:
•

using strategies to maintain child's attention

•

responding to child's comments

•

relating the text to tife experiences· and life to text experiences

•

answering children's questions and relating text to children's own
personal experiences

•

initiating discussion, recounting parts of a story, sharing personal re
actions, and encouraging children to respond similarly

It should he noted that I interacted with the mothers in other settings
besides the Head Start Center. I lived in the same community, so I took
them to lunch and to the library and even called them on the telephone just
to chat. The mothers considered me to be their friend and respected the
fact that I was a black researcher interested in helping them better prepare
their children for a more successful school experience. From comments
made to me by the Head Start director and the five participating mothers, I
believe that these personal interactions greatly enhanced my relationship
and credioility with the mothers during the book reading sessions.

DESCRIPTION OF THE FIVE MOTHERS'
DEVELOPMENT OF SUCCESSFUL
BOOK READING BEHAVIORS
Initial Book Reading Behaviors of the Five Mothers
Betty, age thirty-one, had a difficult time reading to her four-year-old son.
She exhihited the characteristics of a beginning reader herself. She strug
gled to pronounce every word in the story. Her attention to the text was so
intense that she spent little time involving her son in the story. Even though
Betty did not talk about the pictures in the book, ask questions about the
text, or explain the story to her son, he appeared interested in the story and
most especially in the pictures.
Cindy, a teenage mother of two (a son, two years old, and a daughter,
three years old) dropped out of school at the age of fourteen. At the time of
the taping, Cindy was eighteen years old. She appeared interested in
wanting to read to her young daughter but insisted on selecting a hook that
2
was "simple, so I can read it." Consequently, she chose 7imeJor Bed. Even
this book was difficult for her. Cindy appeared emharrassed and constantly
looked for me for prompts. For example, Cindy wanted to know whether
she should show her child the pictures in the hook or not. When I replied
"Yes," she began pointing to pictures in the text and talking ahout them.
At one point, Cindy said to her. daughter, "The way you c1imh into bed at
home, LaQuiece," relating the experiences in the story to herself and to
her daughter's own personal experiences with going to bed.
j:ltlis, age twenty-five, did a fairly good job reading to her young
daughter. Even though Janis incorrectly pronounced a few words, she read
with expression and was able to use the appropriate voice intonations at the

ri~t times. Iler three-year-old daughter was interested in -the story, but
the mother rarely paused to focus the child's attention on specific sections
of the text. At one point she said, "See the picture." lIowever, this
comment was made near the end of the story. One ofjanis's last comments
before ending the story was simply the statement, "End of the story."
Sylvia, age twenty-eight, insisted on involving both her three- and
four-year-old sons in the book reading sessions. Neither child was able to
fully enjoy the story or pay attention to the text because the mother was
constantly moving the booltfrom one child to the other.. A.t one point, the
three-year-old boy began pulling on the book and raising up in his chair to
see the text. At times Sylvia read with expression, but she had difficulty
pronouncing a number of words in the story. She hurriedly read the ,story
and rarely did she focus her language and/or comments on a level appro
priate for her two young sons to understand the story.
Even though Flora, age twenty-nine, had not been previously involved
in book reading interactions with her four-year-old daughter, she proved to
be the most capable of the five mothers at engaging in such interactions.
Flora was like a child in a toy store. She appeared amazed and excited,
almost as if she were a child enjoying a story for the first time. Flora was so
involved in the reading of the story Great Da.'I fOr Up, by Dr. Seuss, that she
paid little attention to her daughter. She seemed to be reading the story for
her own personal enjoyment. Even though her daughter was sitting beside
her and constantly peeking in the book to see what her mother was so
excited about, Flora never stopped reading to ask questions or involve her
daughter. She did not look at her child during the initial book reading
session nor did she pause for her preschooler to respond to the text. She
did not provide feedback, label or describe pictures, or relate the story to
her and her daughter's personal experiences. Figure 11-1 is a transcript of
Flora's initial book reading interaction with her young daughter and Figure
11- 2 is a checklist highlighting Flora's initial book reading behavior.

Reactions of the Mothers to the Book Reading Sessions
The five mothers differed in their reactions to the interactive book reading
sessions and conferences. Betty's inability to read aloud with confidence
caused her to view the book reading sessions negatively. She exhibited
behaviors similar to a remedial student's frustration and eventual rejection
and/or dislike of reading. Figure 11-3 is a transcript of a verbal interaction
between Betty and me. Betty appeared defensive during the session. It is
unfortunate, but not surPrising, that after her second session, she began
missing her appointments with me and eventually dropped out of the study.
Even though the Head Start director, her child's teacher, and I called and
encouraged her to continue, she chose not to do so.

Figure II -I

Transcript of a Taped Reading Session, KeconJed
October 3, t 985


Flora'. reading of the text
Ote.' D., for Up

UplUp!
The sun is gening
up. Upl Ear number
one. Ear number two.
The sun gets ur·
So up with you.
Upl Up! Great
day, today! Great
for up!
Up, headsl
Up. whiskers!
Tailsl
You Frogs!
You bunerflies!
Up! Ufl!
Youl open up
your eyes!
You worms!
Upl
Girts and women!
Boys and men!
Up, whales!
Up, snails!
Up, roosler
Henl
Great day
For up feet
lefts and rights.
And up! Up! Baseballs!
Footballs! Kites!
Great day to sing
up on a wire.
Up! Voices!
lOUder! Higher!
Up stairs!
Up ladders!
Up on stills!
Great day' for
Up Mt. Dill-ma-diits.
Everybody's doing Upsl
on bikes ... and
tree ... bunereups.
Up! Up! Waiters!
Alligators!

Flora talking about text

Tamar.'. responses

My name Is Rora
lee and this is my
daughter Tamara.
This afternoon I'm
going to read
Great Day For Up
by Or. Seuss.

Looks at the
book cover.

Slares.

Smiles.

Peeks over her
mother's
shoulder.
Smiles.

Looks startled.

continued

-_ ......

Figure 11- I
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Flora's reeding 01 the text
Great Dey Fo, Up

Up, FOlks!
Up in elevators!
Up! Up giraffes!
Great day for sealsl
Great day lor up
on ferris wheels!
[Flora ignores child's
comment and continues
to read.)
Up! Upl Upl
Fill up the air.
Up, Flags!
8alloon1
Upl Everywhere.
Wake every person,
Pig and pup, till
everyone on Earth.
Isupl
UplUplUpl
Great day for up!
Except for me.
Please go away
No up.
I'm sleeping In today.

Figure 11- 2 Flora's Initial Book Reading Behavior,
October 3, 1985
Flors talking about text

Tama,.'s responses

Peeks over Flora's
shoulder.
"I rode on a ferris wheel
before at the fair."

Child looks and smiles.

Child looks.

Child smiles and asks her
mother to let her look at
the book.

While Betty did, in fact, agree to participate in the book reading
project, it was not without serious coaching from the I lead Start director
and her child's teacher. They both felt that John (Detty'S son) had severely
limited language skills for a four-year-old. After talking with Betty, both
the director and teacher felt Betty rarely talked to John. They were not
sure if Detty listened or heard what John had to say. For instance, Betty
remarked that ''John docs not have a problem talking; 1 understand what
he is saying." Yet the Head Start director and his tcacher did not under
stand him. Another important point that should be noted here is that the
director, lhe teacher, and I (all black) all had difficulty understanding
Betty'S speech. This problem may have contributed to her apparent de
fensive and insecure feelings about her own inability to communicate
effectively.
Since I was aware of bolh Betty's and John's language difficulties, I
made a concerted effort to work with Betty and her young son. However, I
Betty's FcsistalKe in coopermng might have arisen fr~ her
feel
resentment of outside pressures to participate. She, in fact, probably had
not made up her own mind to participate. Perhaps as Pflaum (1986) notes,
Betty was not "sufficiently aware of Iherl impact on Iher son'sl reading"

mat

t. Mothe,'s Body Managemen;

------

Sits opposite child.
Places child on lap.
Partially encircles child.
Completely encIrcfes child.
Lies alongside child.
-X...... Sits adjacent to child.
- - Maintains physical contact.
2. Mothe,'s Management of Boole
- _ Previews book.
- - Allows child to hold book.

----_
-_
--

-X......
--------

---K.-

Allows child to tum pages.
Permits child to explore book.
Guides child's anention to book.
Points to picturesJwords.
Asks child questions.
Links items in text to child's life.
Varies voice.
Emphasizes syllables.
Acts (makes noises, motions).
Comments on book's content.
Refers to reading as joint enterprise.
Ends reading episode when child loses interest.
Continues to read after child loses Interest.
Resists child turning pages.
Becomes absorbed by book and ignores child.

3. Mothe"s Lanfluage Proficiency

---_
------

Uses muftlple word sentences.
Uses multiple grammatical modes.
Labels pictures.
Describes pictures.
Repeats child's vocalization.
Corrects child's vocalization.
Elaborates child's vocalization.
Gives words to child's vocalization.

of. Mothe,'s Attention to Affect

---------

Pauses lor child's response.
Inspects child's face.
Praises child.
Comments positively about child's participation.
Gives $POke:naffirmation.
Makes approving gesture.
Reprimands child.
Comments negatively about child's participation.

Sourer. Adapled f,om "Mothers Reading 10 Infanls: A New Observational Tool," M.o.
Resnick, et al. 1987, Tht RtfJl!irrx 7"'tadftr, 40, no. 9, pp. 888-895.

OUestlons I asked
Betty and
comments I made
to her about the
story HI, Call
Belty, why did
~hoosethe
,HI, Carl
Be~ belore
you egin reading
Ihe Slory, are
Ihere anttwords
Ycouwou like
or me 10
pronounce?
Whalwords
would you
like lor me 10
pronounce?
Please point
Ihem 00110 me.
Belly poinled 10
Ihe words
"refleclion, "
"croaked",
"9iggled," and
" elicious."
Belly I am going
10 break Ihe words
down Inlo syllables
and I wanl you 10
repeatlhe word
aller me. I will
pronounce each
word
ve" slowly lor you,
ok re.flee.lion
reflection
Repeat aller me.

Do you know whal
that word means?
What?

leI's go OIl 10
Ihe next word
croak.ed
croaked
Whal does croaked
mean?

Betty's responses
to my questions
and comments

Betty asking
questions

My responses
to Betty's
questions

I

When you gel 10
Ihal word
(croaked) you
will have 10
speak in a deep
hoarse voice.

Because I Hked
the piclures
and il was about a
lillie black boy.

I

I

Yes.

Betty and
comments I made
to her about the
story HI, Call

I
I

You can.
The nelll word
is gi~.gled
gigg ed. Whal
does ~iggled
mean.
Very good. Belly.

1

I
I
I
I

You are going 10
be ok. The lasl
word is de.li.cious
delicious. Whal
does Ihal word
mean?
Good.

I
I

Ok.
re.flee.lion
refleetion
Yes
II means ...
Youlellme.

I don't know.

Belly smiles.

Whaldoes
refleclion mean?

II meanslhe
production 01
an image
given back by
a reflecting surface,
such as a mirror.

Croaked means
10 speak in a
hoarse voice
orlomakelt
deep harsh
sound almosl
as "YOU
have a frog
in ycur throat.

I
I
II

Yes you did.
Belly, are Ihere
parts 01 the
slory Ihal you
would like lor
me 10 read lor
belore you
in reading to
J n?
Whal seclion do
you wanl me 10
read? Show me.

5'

Beny's r~sponses
to my qt.·Jstlons
and comments

~uestlons

My responses
to Beny's
questions

Would you read
Ihis seclion
lor me?

Ok.

Benyasklng

Belly smiles again
and says "I
don'l know whelher
I can do lhal or
nol."
1'llIry.

II means 10
laugh.
Belly smiles and
says "alleasl
I gol one righl
so lar."

II means good,
lasty .. , very
good lood .,.
I gol anolher
one right.

Yes.

"Why, gran'pa,"
Peter said. "1I's
good 10 see you."
"Hello, my
children," Archie
croaked. "Hi,
gran'par" Susy
giggled.
Is Ihere another
seclion you would
like lor me 10
read?

No. I think
I'm ready 10
read.

Ok.
I

Z3S

Flora'. reading
of Whr, Mosquitoes
Buzz n People's Ears

Flor. talking
about text
Today, Tamara and I are
going to talk about the
book Why Mosquitoes Buzz
in People's EaTS. She is
going to read the story
by looking at the
pictures. She will talk
to mea!JQut what's going
on in the pictures and
answer questions that I
will ask her about the
pictures.
Tamara can you tell me
the name 01 the book?
What is the title 01 the
book talkinl;l about? Tell
me something about the
book? You are suppose to
be talking to me, ok?
Talk to me. Read to me.
Tell me about it Tamara,
ok?
Now look at the pictures

Why Mosquitoes Buzz in
People's EaTS. Tell me
again? What's the tille
of the book? Whal's the
tille 01 the book?
(Flora points to the tille
01 the book and slowly
says again, Why Mosquitoes
Buzz in People's EaTS.)
ThaI's a prelly nice
story. Tell me about
il. Now you are suppose
to talk to me about the
story Tamara. Now I
want you to tell me about
the title 01 the book,
Tamara. (Flora points to
the tille again.) Say it
for me. (Flora says again
Why Mosquitoes Buzz in
People's Ears.) Say thaI.
Ok, leI's look at the
pictures. Now tell me
about the story.
Tell me about the story.
What is that?
(Flora asks me to stop
the tape lor a minute.)
Talk to me about the
story, Tamara. Corne on,
I want to hear what you
know about this story.
Corne on,

Flora's reading
of Why Mosquitoes
Buzz In People'. Ears
Tamara's Response.
Tamara looks at
her mother.

Flora talking
about text
You can do that later.
Come on.
Sit up.
Sit up.
Tell me about the book.

Come on. (Flora Is still

Tamara is Irowning and
squirming in her seal. She
does not answer her
mother's question.
Tamara is silent with her
head hung down.

Tamara is silenl. When
Flora persists, Tamara
begins to pout and
eventually cry,

Tamara is still silent and
reluses to answer.

Tamara reluses to answer.

Tamara still
remains silenl.

coaxing Tamara to tell
her the title a1the
book.)
See you are doi~ this
because you don t want
fo do il. But you are
going to do il.
Tamara, I am losing
patience with you. You
are beginning to act
stUbborn and I am not
going to put up with il.
You are going to read
this story. 00 you hear
me?
Tamara, you are not a
baby. You are a big
girl. (Flora spanks
Tamara.) Did you understand
what I said. I am
simply not going to put
up with this behavior,
Tamara
Stand up! (Flora shakes
and spanks Tamara again.)
Did you understand what
I said. I'm not putting
up with il. Stop it right
now. I reluse to let you
dictate this session.
Nol
Every time we start a
seSSion, you get worse
and worse. Now, let's look
at the book! Can you tell
me about the book?
I can't hear you. Ok.
Tell me about the book.
Can you tell me about
the pICture? look at
thaI.
Now tell me the name 01
the book?
ThaI's the tille 01 il.
ThaI's righl.
Now Why don't you look at
the pictures and tell me
the story. Ok?

Tamara's Responses
Tamara is playing
with the bows in
her hair.
Tamara slumps down
in her chair and
turns her back to
her mother.
Tamara remains

silent.

Tamara turns around to
lace Flora while she
reprimands her.
Tamara looks at Flora as II
to say "I still won't answer,
you just watch me."

Tamara cries.

Tamara does not say a
word. She stands up and
receives her spanking.
Then she cries. sits
down, and stares.

Tamara finally
looks at the book.

"Ok."
"Yes."
Tamara looks at
the picture.

"Mosquitoes Buzz
in People's EaTS."
Child smiles slightly.

continued
continued
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Figure 11-4
Flora'a reading

WItT,

(fJIIlim,ed

of
Mosquitoes
Buzz n People's fa,.

Flora talking
about text
What happened?
Tell me about.
Tell me anything you see
in the pictures.
What do you see there?
Name the animals in the
story? Are you ready to
work?
What is the mosquito
doing?
Now, name the animals
in the story.
Very good.
What are the animals
doing?
How does an iguana look?
We are going to talk
about how each of the
animals look, ok?

November 4, 1985

t. Mother's Body Management
Tamara's Responses
Child Is silent.

"Mosquitoes,"
Bows her head In
agreement.
"Buzzing in
people's ears."
"Iguana, snakes, bird,
rabbit, monkey, crow, owl,
lion."
"Talking to each other."
"like a snake,
lizard,"
Tamara bows her
head in agreement.

had really worked with Tamara during the past week. She also shared with
me Ihat Tamar,t's Icachcr and the Ilead Start director were pleased that
she had volunteered to participate in the project. Tamara's teacher had
noticed that she rarely talked in class or responded to her questions, and
she felt that the book reading project would help Tamara become more
responsive. During the past week, Flora felt that she had made progress
with Tamara.
The November 4 session began. Flora had high expectations '.Ir
herself as well as Tamara in this session and things were not turning out
the way she had hoped. Flora wanted so much to show me that she had
indeed learned some effective book reading behaviors, but Tamara was not
cooperating. At first Flora was extremely patient. Iler voice tone was not
harsh, and she did not display the forcefulness she had in earlier sessions.
She smiled, patted Tamara on the shoulder, and she even said "Come on,
you can do it, the way we did it at home." "Show me that you arc a big
girl." Despite Flora's positive coaching, Tamara refused to cooperate.
Flora felt embarrassed, let down, betrayed, and even hurt that Tamara was
acting this way. She really wanted to do well in this session. Flora felt that
she was ready, but failed to recognize that Tamara was not. Flora's patience
began to wane and she said, "Tamara, I am losing patience with you. You

-_
-_
-_
-__

Sits opposite child.
Places child on lap.
Partially encircles child.
Completely encircles child.
lies alongside child.
----X....- Sits adjacent to child.
- _ Maintains physical contact,
2. Mother's Management of Book
----X....- Previews book.
- _ Allows child to hold book.
- _ Allows child 10 tum pages.
- _ Permits child to explore book.
- - Guides child's anention to book.
----X....- Points to pictureslwords.
----X....- Asks child questions.
- _ Links items in lext to child's life.
----X....- Varies voice.
_ _ Emphasizes syllables.
----X....- Acts (makes noises, motions).
----X....- Comments on book's content.
- - Refers to reading as joint enterprise.
- - Ends reading episode when child loses interest.
- - Continues to read after child loses interest.
- _ Resists child tumlng pages.
- - Becomes absorbed by book and ignores child.
3. Mothe,'s Language Proflclenc,
- - Uses mUltiple word sentences.
- _ Uses multiple grammatical modes.
----X....- Labels pictures.
----X....- Describes pictures.
- _ Repeats child's vocalization.
- _ Corrects child's vocalization.
- - Elaborates child's vocalization.
- - Gives words to child's vocalization.
4. Mothe"s Attention to Affect

---_
----

Pauses ror child's response.
Inspects child's race.
Praises child.
Comments positively about child's participation.
Gives spoken affirmation.
Makes approving gesture.
--L Reprimands child.
----X....- Comments negatively about child's participation.
Ad~",ed from "Mothers Re~ding to Inf~nt5: A Ncw Ohscrvational TIKII,"
Resnick, 19117, 771t RtaJi,,~ 7'tQ,"tr, 40, no. 9, pp.llllll-llfJS.
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ar~.beginning to act stubborn, and I am not going to put up with it. You are
going to read this book. Do you hear me?" Then Flora spanked Tamara.
Tamara cried, but Flora did not end the session and reprimanded her two
more times. Flora was determined that this little four-year-old girl was not
going to overpower her. In fact, Tamara had already done so.
Since Flora had informed me in our discussion that she had everything
under control, I brought Tamara to the room, turned on the camera, and
left Flora and Tamara in the room by themselves. Therefore, I did not
hecome aware of the CVtlnts that happened between Flora and Tamara until
I replayed the videotape and discussed it with Flora. I noticed when
Tamara left the room that she was calm, but I could tell she had been
crying. Flora was visibly upset with herself as well as Tamara. She said
"What can I do? Tamara is so stubborn. I know she knew the answers to
the questions that I asked her, but she simply would not answer them. I do
not know what I am going to do."
I comforted Flora. I told her, "I know you tried hard and I am proud
of you for doing so. By no means do I want you to think that I do not have
confidence in. your sincerity about the project and your willingness to learn
more effective book reading behaviors." Flora felt better, and I then asked
if she wanted to engage in a dialogue about this session and she said,·
"Yes." First, I told Flora that the next time Tamara is unwilling to
'participate, "Please do not filrce her to do so, and please try not to spank
her." I also told her that she should "end the session if it comes down to
having to spank Tamara." We certainly did not want to communicate to
Tamara that reading was negative; instead we wanted Tamara to view
book reading as a positive experience and something that she should look
forward to. Additionally, I told Flora to learn to relax with Tamara and that
her sessions with her daughter should be fun not drudgery. Even though
this was Flora's most difficult session, she moved from using only one
positive behavior (varying her voice) on October 3 to using six positive
behaviors in the November 4 session. Flora previewed the book, com
mented on the book's content, varied her voice, made noises and motions,
asked questions, and pointed to pictures/words. In the four sessions that
followed, I recognized growth in Flora's development toward acquiring
successful book reading behaviors. What was most gratifying was the 'act
that neither Flora nor Tamara cried again.
Initially, Tamara repeatedly gazed at her mother as if to monitor her
mother's reactions to her answers. She used rising intonation in her answers
as if asking, "Is this right?" Iler responses to locative questions were
nonverbal, she simply pointed to a pictured object. Even though Flora
asked several questions that were difficult to understand, she did ask
several questions that Tamara did, in fact, understand but chose not to
answer. Tamara's apparent stubbornness persisted filr approximately three

sessions. It was unclear as to why she simply refused to participat...erbally
in the sessions, and why she responded with hostility when Flora tried to
involve her. There may be some plausible explanations filr Tamara's initial
stubbornness. For example, when Flora used 1(lrce, it must have frightened
Tamara and caused her to resist her mother's attempts to involve her.
Tamara's shyness, as noted by her teacher, may have been another reason
for her unwillingness to respond in this strange setting. Flora's attempt to
force her may have prompted her to withdraw totally from the reading
intenction with her mother. Ther~ ~nsued a battle of willsbetwecn Flora
and Tamara, with Flora attempting to force Tamara to participate and
Tamara rebelling against Flora's eOorts to coerce her. Perhaps this was
Tamara's way of saying, "Mama, I'm not ready yet. Please give me a little
more time and try to be more patient with me."
With my support and encouragement, Flora began asking questions,
responding more positively to her daughter's answers and comments, look
ing at her daughter more often during the book reading sessions, relating
the story experiences to their personal experiences, and, most importantly,
relaxing and enjoying the time that she and her daughter shared in these
book reading sessions. From these sessions, both mother and child devel
oped a repertoire of successful strategies. Figure II - 6 is a checklist of the
book rcading skills Flora developed over the eight-week period.
Over the course of the eight book reading sessions, the frequency of
Tamara's gaze monitoring of her mother and questioning tone shown
earlier declined significantly. Later, she began to participate in verbal and
nonverbal interactions. She learned to be a more aetive participant in the
book reading sessions. Although she never asked questions, she learned to
answer questions. In particular, her answers became more specific and
focused.
At the beginning of the study, Tamara's book responses resembled
those of a two-year-old. Tamara seemed unable (or unwilling) to identify
and name actions in pictures or participate in a verbal dialogue with her
mother. She tended either to hunch her shoulders or nod her head in
response to her mother's questions. She appeared totally despondent and
her feelings were depicted in her facial expressions and body language.
Tamara's apparent unwillingness to C(Klperate might be attributed to
the fact that she had not been previously engaged in book reading inter
actions and now, at age four, her mother was expecting her to participate
actively in such interactions. Tamara might not have been ready for such
an intensive interaction, and Flora's eagerness to engage Tamara might
have overwhelmed her. For example, Flora's initial questions were similar
to those used by the parents of mature four-year-olds, and Tamara seemed
unable to participate successfully at this level. She remained silent and did
not ask or answer any questions. However, Flora's acquisition of successful

· 1. Mothe,'s 80dy Management
_ _ Sits opposite child.
_ _ Places child on lap.
_ _ Partially encircles child.
_ _ Completely encircles child.
_ _ lies alongside child.
--..X..- Sits adjacent to child.
--..X..- Maintains physical contact.

book reading techniques enabled Tamara to succeed so thai she became
increasingly able to respond within Flora's maternal scaffolding. Figure
I I -7 is a transcript of a successful book reading interaction between Flora
and Tamara.

2. Mothe,'s Management of 8001r
--.1L- PreViews book.
--L Allows child to hold book.
_ _ Allows child to tum pages.
--L Permits child to explore book.
--L Guides child's allention to book.
--L Points to picturestwords.
--L Asks child quesllons.
_ _ Links items in text to child's Hfe.
--..X..- Varies voice.
_ _ Emphasizes syllables.
--..X..- Acts (makes noises, motions).
--..X..- Comments on book's content.
_ _ Refers to reading as joint enterprise.
_ _ Ends reading episode when child loses Interest.
_ _ Continues to read after child loses interest.
_ _ Resists child turning pages.
_ _ Becomes absorbed by book and Ignores child.

An important question is why Florawu able to acquire these successful
book reading behaviors to a degree that the other four mothers were not.
First of all, Flora was more willing to change, and she was the best reader
of the five mothers. Consequently, over the eight-week period I was able to
spend concentrated time helping her gain skills to employ in book reading
interactions with her young child. Moreover, Flora came to recognize the
importance of reading to her preschooler and assisting in her young daugh
ter's understanding of the text. Dunn (J 98 I) noted the importance of
parental motivation and belief in children's achievement. I Ie pointed out
that children of parents who felt that it was their job 10 teach children letter
and nllmher skills performed more highly on leiter naming amI number
measures than those whose parents did not view Ihese skills 10 be their
responsibility.
While the other four mothers exhibited interest and motivation and
acquired some knowledge about book reading, they did not read fluendy
themselves. As a result, I spent a significant amount of lime not only
providing information to them about parent-child book reading but also
helping to increase their personal literacy skills so they could read to their
children. For Betty, Cindy, Sylvia and Janis, I had to pronounce words and
discuss what they meant and explain something about the story before they
could successfully engage in ~ book reading interaclion with their young
children. My interactions with these four mothers were quite ditTerent
from my interactions with Flora, who could read all of Ihe blKlks. I had 10
model for these mothers the type of scaffolding they needed 10 provide for
their children during story reading; Flora could Iry oul lechniques by
discussing them with me.
I do not want to communicate the message that all lower SES molhers
cannot read, but I do want to point out that it is a harsh reality that some
lower SES mothers do in fact have difficulty reading. Betty was one of
those mothers. Betty's development of successful book reading skills would
have taken longer, but I would not write off a mother like Betty. I would
recommend picture books or wordless picture books for mothers like Detty.
Perhaps, in her efforts to hide from me her inability to read well, Iletty
chose books she in fact could not read. Alter all, I asked the mOlhers to
select books that they, themselves, tclt they CCluld read. J)ellY obviously

DISCUSSION

3. Mothe,'s Language Proflclencr
_ _ Uses multiple word sentences.
_ _ Uses multiple grammatical modes.
--..X..- Labels pictures.
--L Describes pictures.
--L Repeats child's vocaHzation.
_ _ Corrects child's vocaHzation.
--L Elaborates child's vocalization.
_ _ Gives words to child's vocalization.
4. Mother's Attention to Affect
--..X..- Pauses for child's response.
--..X..- Inspects child's face.
--..X..- Praises child.
--..X..- Comments positively about child's participation.
_ _ Gives spoken affirmallon.
-.L Makes approving gesture.
_ _ Reprimands child.
_ _ Comments negatively about child's participation.

Sourrr: Adarled Irom "Molhers Reading 10 Infanls: A New Obscrvarional Tool," M.H.
Resnick, 19R7, 77u R(tlJ;,,~ Trachrr, 40, no. 9, ....... RR8-R9S.
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11-7 Transcript of a Taped Reading Session,
Recorded November 20,1985

Flore'. re.dlng
01 text Over In
the Meadow

Flore tarklng
ebout text

It is Important that you talk
Tamara. Make sure you
respond when I ask you a
question.
We are going to read a
story.
The title o' the story,
Tamara,
Is Ove, In the Meadow.
Now, as you can see on the
'ront o' the book-look
at the Iront and there it
is, a meadow. You have
plants all around and it
Is something that is going,
that is going to happen
in the meadow. Let's look
and see.
Ok?

o

Figure II - 7 Continued
Flore'. reeding
ollext
In
the Meadow

ave,

Temere'. respons..

The child is looking at
her mother as she is
telling her that she
must talk when she asks
herqueslions.

Child looks.

Very good listening, ok?
I like the way you are
listening.

Child nods.

Child looks.
Child looks again.

How many little birds were
there?
How many did I say?
There were how many?
Count them. Want to
count them?
How many babies?
Three baby birds.
Very good.
And where were they?
Where were the babies?
In where?
Where was the hole?
Where was the hole?
Where is there?
In what?
They are living up in
a what?
A hole in a tree.
Ok.
Let's go on.

Child looks.
"Yes."
Child looks.
Child looks again.
Child looks.

./

Over in the Meadow
where the stream
runs blue, lives
an old mother fish
and little ftshes
Two.
continued

"Fish."
"Two."

Child smiles.

Over in the Meadow
in a hole in the
tree lived a mother
blue bird and her
little birdies Three.
Sing said the mother.
We sing said the Three.
So they sang and they
were glad in the hole
in the tree.

The child looks at the
cover 01 the book as
her mother is talking.
She is smiling, because
her mother is smiling.

"In the sand."

Temere's responses

Look at thall
Do you know who that was?
WhO do you think that was?
Fish.
MotherFisll and how many
baby fishes?

Two.

Over in the Meadow
in the sand in the
sun lived an old
mother lurtle. Dig
said the mother. I
dig said the One.
SO we dug all day
In the sand in the
sun.
Look at the turtle.
Can't you see the mother
turtle?
Ok.
And her baby' turtle?
Look at the "ttle
turtle.
Mama and the turtte
they were plaVing.
You see thatt
Where are the turtles?
Do you know where the
turtles are? They are
digging in what?
In-the sand.
That's right.

Flore lelklng
ebout text

"Four?"
Child is silent.
"One, two ...
One, two, three.
Three."
Child smiles.
Child is silent.
"In the hole.
Hole."
·'Hole.
Right there.
Hole."
"In the tree."
Child smiles.
Child wails to go
on.

wanted to impress me. Unlike Cindy, Betty chose difficult books and was
unsuccessful, and that may be one of the reasons she felt compelled to
drop out of the study. Though I suggested to her that she try easier books
and perhaps she would be more successful, she refused to continue.
Cindy, like Detty, had some difficulty reading, but she chose to start
with the little books developed by Mason and McCormick (1985). Cindy
wanted to realize success, and the little books provided her with that
opportunity. Cindy was also encouraged by me and the Head Start director
to go back to school and get her GED. I feellhat Cindy's interaction with
her young daughter helped her realize the importance of being literate.
Even though Janis and Sylvia read more easily than Betty and Cindy,
they needed my assistance with some words and sought my advice on how
to phrase certain parts of stories they selected to read to their children. A
significant amount of the time I spent with Janis involved showing her how
to increase her verbal interactions with her daughter and ways she could
explore books. The time I spent with Sylvia was mostly focused on getting
her to slow down and on showing her how to pause, how to ask/answer
questions, and how to make comments about the text. Because the time
spent during sessions prior to book reading focused so heavily on the
mothers' literacy development and an understanding of how they should
participate in book reading interactions with their children, it was difficult
to see the implementation of these 'new skills' due to the brevity of the
study.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Although we should develop programs at school to help lower SES children
make a smlK)th transition from home to school, Teale (1987) questioned
whether the "dassf(K)m storybook reading experience Ican) substitute for
the more intimate one~to-one (or one-to-two or three) interactions typical
of the home" (p. 64). Morrow (1988; 1987) is an advocate of classroom
storybook reading for children who come to school not having been read
to, but she too recognizes the importance of the home and recommends
the need to "continuously inform parents about the importance of reading
to their children" (Morrow, 1987, p. 82). I argue that to simply inform
parents about the importance of reading to their children is not sufficient.
This study suggests that we must go beyond tel/ing lower SES parents to
help their chiWren with reading. We must show them how to participate in
parent-child book reading and support their attempts to do; we must help
them become confident readers simultaneously. At the same time, we must
not assume that lower SES parents cannot acquire the necessary skills to
engage in successful book reading interactions with their children. To
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make such an assumption only rcinli)rces the sclf-fullilling prophecy that
lower SES parents are incapable of helping their children.
One of the most important results of this stUlly was that these live
mothers participated in a literacy event they had not been engaged in
previously. While I have no way of knowing whether they will continue to
read to their children, I do know at least that they were introduced to a new
literacy event (sharing books with their children). Even though some of the
mothers showed more progress than others, I feci that they all could have
acquired more interactive book reading strategies had I had a longer period
of time to spend with them.
The growth in Flora's and her young daughter's ability to interact
during parent-child book reading raises the question of why children like
this preschooler do not quickly master this activity in the school setting.
Two factors may account for the difference. First, parent-child communi
cation provides a much more intensive apprenticeship than can be found in
the one-to-many interactions in school settings. Even when a child receives
individualized attention from a teacher, such contact is not sufficiently
frequent or lengthy to achieve the fine-tuning that a parent can give.
Morrow (1988) admits that "one-to-one readings in school can be time
consuming" and suggests that "asking aides, volunteers, and other children
to read to youngsters could be helpful" (p. 1(5). While this approach is
helpful, it is not sufficient. Research comparing mothers and teachers
engaging in the same dyadic task with children has shown that mothers and
teachers act differently, the mothers acting to provide maximum assistance
for children's success, the teachers working for maximum independence on
the part of the children (Edwards, 1988a). In institutional interactions, a
child is unlikely to achieve the level of understanding or develop the
participation strategies made possible in the parental tutorial.
Due to the limited number of studies in this particular area of emergent
literacy, more information is needed about the book reading behaviors of
lower income families. Also, we need more information about the potential
for encouraging and supporting mothers to engage in book reading inter
actions with their young children. Teale (I986b) noted that "we are still
in a period in which the area of emergent literacy is lacking in coher
ence," and he warns that "descriptive research of this nature is very labor
intensive, and longitudinal study of storybook reading is even more so"
(p. 199). However, additional insights into lower SES home environments
and these children's literacy development are essential.
Models like the ones described in thi~ study may work for some
parents. Regardless of the strategy selected, the poignant message emerging
from this study is that the time has come for teachers to shift from Itlling to
showing lower SES parents how to read with their children. Presently, I am
involved ~n a year-long research project aimed at showing instead of telling

~.
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..:Ver SES mothers (both black and white) how to read eflcctivcly with
their children. Videotapes developed by kindergarten and first-grade
teachers, the parents, themselves, and myself comprise the training ma
terials. 1 plan to spend school year 1988-89 studying the development and
progress of these mothers toward acquiring the necessary skills to interact
with their young children effectively during storybook reading (Edwards,
1988b). Even though I feel my approach to answering some critical ques
tions about parent-child book reading in lower SES populations is valid, 1
recognize that there arc a number of other strategies that teachers can
employ. Teachers as well as administrators need to select the most appro
priate combination of strategies that would best meet the needs of their·
parent-child population.
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Learning from Families:
Implications for Educators
and Policy

NOTES

I

lit should be noted here that the Resnick et al. instrument was used in my
retrospective analysis of the data and served as an excellent way for me to
highlight for the reader specific book reading behaviors each mother had acquired.
2The text of Tillie /ilr Bed is as follows: "read a story, brush your teeth, get a hug,
climb in bl'd, nighty-night sleep tight." For each phrase there is a corresponding
picture on the page.

Denny Taylor
Dorothy S. Strickland

INTRODUCTION

Chapter after chapter has emphasized the importance ofthe home-school connec
tion. In Ed",ards' chapter, ",e sa", parents trying to learn more about school
expedations. In Chapter J2, ",e are urged as educators try to learn intIre about
family and c(Jmmuni~' expedations and literacy sets. We can do this by asking
parents ttl share their children s and 'heir o",n li,eracy experiences, by spnrding
time in the CtJm",rmities in ",hich their childrnr live, and by crea,ing literacy
opportunities filr personal idm,ity and participation in crmrmunity life
maintaining and strengthening children s connedions ",ith their families and
communities.
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What makes families work is the irrational involvement of a parent and a
child. Some might call this love but it is also commitment. It is the
whatever-happens-I-will-Iove-you that empowers families and enables
children to survive. In the research studies (Taylor, 1983; Taylor &
Dorsey-Gaines, 1988; Taylor and Strickland, 1986; Taylor, in progress) of
fundioning families (see llansen, 1981; Schlesinger, 1982) that form the
basis for this chapter, irrational involvement, love, and commitment come
together as parents create a firm foundation for their children's lives. And
yet, it is evident from these long-term studies that love and commitment are
not always enough to counter the societal risks that endanger children and
jeopardize families. The shifting patterns in social, political, and economic
support for families creates an uncertain climate that makes it impossible
for some parents and difficult for others to provide healthy environments in
which children can grow up to live enjoyable and productive lives.
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